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Popular Brands Appearing Next To anti Covid19-vaccine Disinformation
GDI has studied a selection of popular brand ads appearing on disinformation sites.

Disinformation narratives tracked in this deck include:

- Power in refusing vaccinations.
- Vaccine injuries: infertility, infanticide, child death, lasting harms.
- Vaccines as a means for public control and compliance.
- Vaccines pushing “Great Reset” using “Covid-19 Hoax.”
Popular brands funding these stories:
Ad tech serving these ads & funding these stories:
“I'M CHOOSING THE RISK OF GETTING COVID”: OVER HALF OF HEALTH CARE WORKERS AT CALIFORNIA HOSPITALS REFUSE VACCINATIONS

January 4, 2021
“I'M CHOOSING THE RISK OF GETTING COVID": OVER HALF OF HEALTH CARE WORKERS AT CALIFORNIA HOSPITALS REFUSE VACCINATIONS

January 4, 2021
As Americans Face Starvation, Gov't Spends $55 Billion On Smart Toilets, Lizards On Treadmills, And More

December 28, 2020

The Free Thought Project – The libertarian-leaning Kentucky lawmaker’s report for 2020 finds an astounding $54.7 billion wasted by the federal government this year.

If The COVID Vaccine Injures You, You Can’t Sue Anyone—Probably Not Even The Gov’t

December 28, 2020

Matt Agorist – Which risk is greater, the virus or the vaccine?
WTF: Mainstream Media Urges Men to Freeze Sperm Before Getting COVID-19 Vaccine Due to Infertility Concerns

These vaccines do not seem safe.

Published 3 weeks ago on Dec 24, 2020
By Shane Trejo
Andrew Yang Suggests for Authorities to Track COVID-19 Vaccine Compliance with Bar Codes

Technocrats hate individual freedom.

Published 3 weeks ago on Dec 18, 2020
By Shane Trejo
Pope Francis Tells Catholics to Receive Vaccines Made From the Tissue of Dead, Mutilated Aborted Fetuses

An insult to Catholic teaching.

Published 2 weeks ago on Dec 21, 2020
By Shane Trejo
Andrew Yang Suggests for Authorities to Track COVID-19 Vaccine Compliance with Bar Codes

Technocrats hate individual freedom.

Published 3 weeks ago on Dec 18, 2020 by Shane Trejo


Brand: Bloomberg
Ad served by: Google
Site: Big League Politics
Disinformation: antivaxx
50x Higher Than Flu Shot: Rate Of Adverse Reactions To COVID Vaccines

Tim Brown / January 5, 2021
50x Higher Than Flu Shot: Rate Of Adverse Reactions To COVID Vaccines

Brand: Kohl's

Ad served by: Infolinks

Site: Washington Standard

Disinformation: antivaxx
Tyrannical Contagion: France Eyes Banning Anti-Vaxxers From Public Transportation

TOPICS: France Immunity Passport Patrick Wood Technocracy Travel Vaccines

DECEMBER 23, 2020
Tyrannical Contagion: France Eyes Banning Anti-Vaxxers From Public Transportation

TOPICS: France  Immunity Passport  Patrick Wood  Technocracy  Travel  Vaccines

DECEMBER 23, 2020
Tyrannical Contagion: France Eyes Banning Anti-Vaxxers From Public Transportation
The CDC now telling airlines who to DENY boarding privileges so the vaccine industry can determine who gets to fly

By JD Reyes - January 5, 2021

https://engine.4dps.ly/ccc1tag.engine?MediaId=90051&PlId=73267&FileId=143337&rand=0.9503962819854339&ZoneId=66874&VolumeMetricId=ecf4772c-81f7-48ab-9e7b-7ae83e6a2a38&exec=1449x900&crid=1_crt_8670db7d1c7...
The left is using the COVID vaccine to push GREAT RESET

By News on the Net — Glenn Beck — Bio and Archives—January 4, 2021

Despite the left doing everything in its power to destroy President Trump, his administration STILL managed to conceive a COVID vaccine (via the private sector) in record, miraculous time. But naturally, rather than admit his success, the left (specifically the New York Times) is now doing what it can to use the COVID vaccine to their advantage. Glenn explains how the NYT is manipulating the vaccine origin story to push the left's latest master plan: The Great Reset.
The left is using the COVID vaccine to push GREAT RESET

By News on the Net — Glenn Beck — Bio and Archives—January 4, 2021

Despite the left doing everything in its power to destroy President Trump, his administration STILL managed to conceive a COVID vaccine (via the private sector) naturally, rather than admit his success, the left is now doing what it can to use the COVID vaccine origin story to manipulate the vaccine origin story to itsReset.

Brand: Wayfair

Ad served by: Infolinks

Site: Canada Free Press

Disinformation: antivaxx
LEADING VIROLOGIST SAYS CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC IS “THE GREATEST HOAX EVER PERPETRATED ON AN UNSUSPECTING PUBLIC”

January 5, 2021

https://adclick.g.doubleclick.net/pc/adclick/3A0yswA3OOGKsIQ-thyye3Cy BavMqaEuimHyv6cHyCYP76%6V7gi_NMMsKo_ZwZTSXuDP-D9ySi8pgng3y9Ks1DKdhpJ7ShahU44AAAdgg88Ez_M92Rs6FF16-H0d5aEd1jyj_CFNz28w44dxG
LEADING VIROLOGIST SAYS CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC IS “THE GREATEST HOAX EVER PERPETRATED ON AN UNSUSPECTING PUBLIC”

January 5, 2021
STUDY: Bill Gates DTP Vaccine Killed 10 Times More African Girls Than The Disease Itself

Tim Brown / January 8, 2021
Immunologist Dolores Cahill and geneticist Alexandre Henrion-Caudé warn about the risk of death linked to messenger RNA vaccines (video)
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